Deep learning has become a breathtaking technology in the last years, overcoming traditional handcrafted approaches and even humans for many different tasks. However, in some tasks, such as the verification of handwritten signatures, the amount of publicly available data is scarce, what makes difficult to test the real limits of deep learning. In addition to the lack of public data, it is not easy to evaluate the improvements of novel proposed approaches as different databases and experimental protocols are usually considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
On-line handwritten signature verification has widely evolved in the last 40 years [1] . From the original Wacom devices specifically designed to acquire handwriting and signature in office-like scenarios to the current mobile acquisition scenarios in which signatures can be captured using our own personal smartphone anywhere [2] . However, and despite the improvements achieved in the acquisition technology, the core of most of the state-of-the-art signature verification systems is still based on traditional approaches such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), Hidden Markov Models (HMM), and Support Vector Machines (SVM). This aspect seems to be a bit unusual if we compare with other biometric traits such as face and fingerprint in which deep learning has defeated by far traditional approaches [3] - [5] , and even in tasks more related to signature verification such as handwriting recognition, writer verification and handwritten passwords [6] - [8] . So, why deep learning approaches are not widely used in on-line signature verification yet? One major handicap could be probably the complex procedure of acquiring a large-scale database for R. Tolosana and R. Vera-Rodriguez contributed equally to this study. 1 https://github.com/BiDAlab/DeepSignDB 2 Spanish Patent Application (P202030060) training the models as signatures are not publicly available on internet as it happens with other biometric traits such as the face [9] .
In addition to the scarcity of data for training deep learning approaches, another important observation motivates this work: the lack of a standard experimental protocol to be used for the research community in order to perform a fair comparison of novel approaches to the state of the art, as different experimental protocols and conditions are usually considered for different signature databases [10] , [11] . With all these concerns in mind, in this study we present the new DeepSignDB handwritten signature biometric database, the largest on-line signature database to date. Fig. 1 graphically summarises the design, acquisition devices, and writing tools considered in the DeepSignDB database. Its application extends from the improvement of signature verification systems via deep learning to many other potential research lines, e.g., studying: i) user-dependent effects, and development of user-dependent methods in signature biometrics, and handwriting recognition at large [12] , ii) the neuromotor processes involved in signature biometrics [13] , and handwriting in general [14] , iii) sensing factors in obtaining representative and clean handwriting and touch interaction signals [15] , iv) human-device interaction factors involving handwriting and touchscreen signals [8] , and development of improved interaction methods [16] , and v) population statistics around handwriting and touch interaction signals, and development of new methods aimed at recognising or serving particular population groups [17] , [18] .
The main contributions of this study are: • An in-depth analysis of state-of-the-art deep learning approaches for on-line signature verification, remarking the different experimental protocol conditions considered among them. • The new DeepSignDB on-line handwritten signature database. This database is obtained through the combination of some of the most well-known databases, and a novel dataset not presented yet. It comprises more than 70K signatures acquired using both stylus and finger inputs from a total 1526 users. Two acquisition scenarios are considered, office and mobile, with a total of 8 different devices. Additionally, different types of impostors and number of acquisition sessions are considered. • A standard experimental protocol publicly available to the research community in order to perform a fair comparison of novel approaches with the state of the art. Thus, we also release the files with all the signature comparisons carried out using the final evaluation dataset. This way we provide an easily reproducible framework. • An adaptation and evaluation of our recent deep learning approach named Time-Aligned Recurrent Neural Networks (TA-RNNs) for on-line handwritten signature verification. This approach was originally presented in [19] for touchscreen password biometrics. Fig. 2 represents the general architecture of our proposed approach. It combines the potential of Dynamic Time Warping and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) to train more robust systems against forgeries. • A benchmark evaluation of DeepSignDB considering well-known systems based on DTW, RNNs, and our newly proposed TA-RNNs. A preliminary version of this article was published in [20] . This article significantly improves [20] in the following aspects: i) we provide an in-depth analysis of state-of-the-art deep learning approaches for on-line signature verification, ii) we adapt and evaluate our recent TA-RNN deep learning approach, iii) we provide a more extensive evaluation of Deep-SignDB, analysing the system performance for each scenario and dataset of DeepSignDB and also for DTW, RNNs and our proposed TA-RNNs, and iv) our proposed TA-RNN approach further outperforms previous signature verification approaches, remarking the importance of time-functions alignment.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Sec. II summarises previous studies carried out in on-line signature verification via deep learning. Sec. III explains all details of our proposed TA-RNN approach. Sec. IV describes the details of the DeepSignDB signature database. Sec. V describes the proposed experimental protocol, and the benchmark evaluation carried out. Finally, Sec. VI draws the final conclusions and points out some lines for future work.
II. ON-LINE SIGNATURE VERIFICATION
VIA DEEP LEARNING Despite the lack of publicly available data, some authors have preliminary evaluated the potential of different deep learning architectures for on-line signature verification. Table I depicts a comparison of different deep learning approaches with the corresponding database, experimental protocol, and performance results achieved. First, we would like to highlight the impossibility of performing a fair comparison among approaches as different databases and experimental protocol conditions have been considered in each study. Aspects such as the inter-session variability, the number of training signatures available per user or the complexity of the signatures have a very significant impact in the system performance [28] , [29] . This problem is not only related to deep learning approaches, but to the whole handwritten signature verification field.
One of the first studies that analysed the potential of current deep learning approaches for on-line signature verification was [21] . In that work, Otte et al. performed an exhaustive analysis of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) RNNs using a total of 20 users and 12 genuine signatures per user for training. Three different scenarios were studied: i) training a general network to distinguish forgeries from genuine signatures, ii) training a different network for each writer, and iii) training the network using only genuine signatures. However, all experiments failed obtaining a final 23.8% EER for the best network configuration, far away from the state of the art, concluding that LSTM RNN systems trained with standard mechanisms were not appropriate for the task of signature verification as the amount of available data for this task is scarce compared with others, e.g., handwriting recognition. More recently, some researchers have preliminary shown the potential of deep learning for the task of on-line signature verification through the design of new architectures. In [22] , we proposed an end-to-end writer-independent RNN signature verification system based on a Siamese architecture. Both LSTM and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) schemes were studied, using both normal and bidirectional configurations (i.e., BLSTM and BGRU) in order to have access both to past and future context. For training the networks, we considered a total of 300 users from BiosecurID database. Our proposed system was able to outperform a state-of-the-art signature verification system based on DTW and feature selection techniques for the case of skilled forgeries. However, that deep learning approach was not able to outperform the DTW system for the case of random forgeries. Lai and Jin proposed in [23] the use of Gated Auto Regressive Units (GARU) in combination with a novel descriptor named Length-Normalized Path Signature (LNPS). Experiments were carried out using different databases and experimental protocols, achieving good results especially against random forgeries. It is important to remark the results obtained using the Mobisig database with the finger as writing tool. Their proposed approach achieved a final 10.9% EER for skilled forgeries, much worse than the result they achieved for MCYT database. This result highlights the challenging finger input scenario for signature verification [2] . In [24] , the authors proposed a system based on an LSTM autoencoder for modelling each signature into a fixed-length feature latent space and a Siamese network for the final classification. The authors evaluated their approach over the SigWiComp2013 dataset achieving around 8.7% EER for skilled forgeries. More recently, different authors have proposed novel approaches in ICDAR 2019 3 . In [25] , Wu et al. considered a system based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and DTW. Their proposed approach was tested only against skilled forgeries over the MCYT database, showing how the system performance is highly affected by the amount of training data. Li et al. proposed in [26] a stroke-based LSTM system. Their proposed approach seemed to outperform the results achieved in [22] for the BiosecurID database. However, the results achieved in other databases are much worse, above 10% EER, showing the poor generalisation capacity of the network. In addition, no information related to the experimental protocol is included for some databases, being impossible to perform a fair comparison with the state-of-the-art. Finally, Sekhar et al. presented an approach based on a Siamese CNN architecture, similar to the one presented in [22] . Their proposed approach was evaluated over the MCYT and SVC databases, achieving very different accuracies for each database. Finally, we include in Table I the results achieved using our proposed TA-RNN system over the new DeepSignDB database.
Due to all the limitations highlighted, in this study we propose and release to the research community a standard experimental protocol for on-line signature verification with the aim to make possible future comparative analysis of new proposed architectures.
III. TA-RNN SIGNATURE VERIFICATION SYSTEM
This section describes our proposed Time-Aligned Recurrent Neural Networks for on-line signature verification. A graphical representation is included in Fig. 2 .
A. Time-Functions Extraction
Our proposed on-line signature verification system is based on time functions. For each signature acquired (i.e., S enrolled and S test in Fig. 2 ), signals related to X and Y spatial coordinates and pressure are used to extract a set of 23 time functions (i.e., T F enrolled and T F test in Fig. 2 ), following the same approach described in [22] .
B. Time-Functions Alignment
One crucial point when comparing the similarity among time sequences is the proper alignment of them prior to 3 calculating the similarity score through distance measurement functions (e.g., the Euclidean distance). DTW is one of the most popular algorithms in the literature, in particular for signature biometrics [30] - [33] . The goal of DTW is to find the optimal warping path of a pair of time sequences A and B that minimises a given distance measure d(A, B).
In our proposed approach, DTW is applied in a first stage in order to convert the 23 original time functions (i.e., T F enrolled and T F test in Fig. 2 ) into 23 pre-aligned time functions (i.e., T F enrolled and T F test in Fig. 2 ) before introducing them to the RNNs. This way our proposed RNN system is able to extract more meaningful features as time sequences have been previously normalised through the optimal warping path.
C. Recurrent Neural Networks
New trends based on the use of RNNs, which is a specific neural network architecture, are becoming more and more important nowadays for modelling sequential data with arbitrary length. Fig. 3 depicts our proposed TA-RNN system based on a Siamese architecture. The main goal is to learn a dissimilarity metric from data minimising a discriminative cost function that drives the dissimilarity metric to be small for pairs of genuine signatures from the same subject, and higher for pairs of genuine-forgery signatures. This architecture is very similar compared with the initial one proposed in [22] with the exception of the first stage based on time sequences alignment through DTW. For the input of the network, we consider as much information as possible, i.e., all 23 time functions per signature previously aligned through DTW. The first layer is composed of two BGRU hidden layers with 46 memory blocks each, sharing the weights between them. The outputs of the first two parallel BGRU hidden layers are concatenated and serve as input to the second layer, which corresponds to a BGRU hidden layer with 23 memory blocks. Finally, a feed-forward neural network layer with a sigmoid activation is considered, providing an output score for each pair of signatures. It is important to highlight that our approach is trained to distinguish between genuine and impostor patterns from the signatures. Thus, we just train one writer-independent system for all databases through the development dataset.
IV. DEEPSIGNDB DATABASE DESCRIPTION
The DeepSignDB database comprises a total of 1526 users from four different popular databases (i.e., MCYT, Biose-curID, Biosecure DS2, and e-BioSign DS1) and a novel signature database not presented yet, named e-BioSign DS2. Fig. 1 graphically summarises the design, acquisition devices, and writing tools considered in the DeepSignDB database. A short description of each database regarding the device, writing input, number of acquisition sessions and time gap between them, and type of impostors [34] is included for completeness below. For more details we refer to their corresponding articles.
A. MCYT
The MCYT database [35] comprises a total of 25 genuine signatures and 25 skilled forgeries per user, acquired in a single session in blocks of 5 signatures. There are a total of 330 users and signatures were acquired considering a controlled and supervised office-like scenario. Users were asked to sign on a piece of paper, inside a grid that marked the valid signing space, using an inking pen. The paper was placed on a Wacom Intuos A6 USB pen tablet that captured the following time signals: X and Y spatial coordinates (resolution of 0.25 mm), pressure (1024 levels), pen angular orientations (i.e., azimuth and altitude angles) and timestamps (100 Hz). In addition, pen-up trajectories are available.
Regarding the type of impostors, static forgeries were considered allowing forgers to have access only to the image of the signatures to be forged.
B. BiosecurID
The BiosecurID database [36] comprises a total of 16 genuine signatures and 12 skilled forgeries per user, captured in 4 separate acquisition sessions leaving a two-month interval between them. There are a total of 400 users and signatures were acquired considering a controlled and supervised officelike scenario. Users were asked to sign on a piece of paper, inside a grid that marked the valid signing space, using an inking pen. The paper was placed on a Wacom Intuos 3 pen tablet that captured the following time signals: X and Y spatial coordinates (resolution of 0.25 mm), pressure (1024 levels), pen angular orientations (i.e., azimuth and altitude angles) and timestamps (100 Hz). Pen-up trajectories are also available.
Regarding the type of impostors, both static and dynamic forgeries were considered: in the first two sessions forgers had access only to the image of the signature to be forged whereas in the last two sessions forgers had also access to the dynamics.
C. Biosecure DS2
The Biosecure DS2 database [37] comprises a total of 30 genuine signatures and 20 skilled forgeries per user, captured in 2 separate acquisition sessions leaving a three-month time interval between them. There are a total of 650 users and signatures were acquired considering a controlled and supervised office-like scenario. Users were asked to sign on a paper sheet placed on top of a Wacom Intuos 3 device while sitting. The same acquisition conditions were considered as per BiosecurID database.
Regarding the type of impostors, only dynamic forgeries were considered.
D. e-BioSign DS1
The e-BioSign DS1 database [2] is composed of five different devices. Three of them are specifically designed for capturing handwritten data (i.e., Wacom STU-500, STU-530, and DTU-1031), while the other two are general purpose tablets not designed for that specific task (Samsung ATIV 7 and Galaxy Note 10.1). It is worth noting that all five devices were used with their own pen stylus. Additionally, the two Samsung devices were used with the finger as input, allowing the analysis of the writing input on the system performance. The same capturing protocol was used for all five devices: devices were placed on a desktop and subjects were able to rotate them in order to feel comfortable with the writing position. The software for capturing handwriting and signatures was developed in the same way for all devices in order to minimise the variability of the user during the acquisition process.
Signatures were collected in two sessions for 65 subjects with a time gap between sessions of at least 3 weeks. For each user and writing input, there are a total of 8 genuine signatures and 6 skilled forgeries. For the case of using the stylus as input, information related to X and Y spatial coordinates, pressure and timestamp is recorded for all devices. In addition, pen-up trajectories are also available. However, pressure information and pen-up trajectories are not recorded when the finger is used as input.
Regarding the impostors, both dynamic and static forgeries were considered in the first and second acquisition sessions, respectively.
E. e-BioSign DS2
DeepSignDB database also includes a new on-line signature dataset not presented yet, named e-BioSign DS2. This dataset follows the same capturing protocol as e-BioSign DS1. Three different devices were considered: a Wacom STU-530 specifically designed for capturing handwritten data, a Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 general purpose tablet, and a Samsung Galaxy S3 smartphone. For the first device, signatures where captured using the stylus in an office-like scenario, i.e., the device was placed on a desktop and subjects were able to rotate it in order to feel comfortable with the writing position. For the Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 tablet and Galaxy S3 smartphone, the finger was used as input. The acquisition conditions emulated a mobile scenario where users had to sign while sitting. Signatures were collected in two sessions for 81 users with a time gap between sessions of at least 3 weeks. For each user, device, and writing input, there are a total of 8 genuine signatures and 6 skilled forgeries. For the case of using the stylus as input, information related to X and Y spatial coordinates, pressure and timestamp is recorded for all devices. In addition, pen-up trajectories are also available. However, pressure information and pen-ups trajectories are not recorded when the finger is used as input.
Regarding the type of impostors, only dynamic forgeries were considered, allowing forgers to have access to both image and dynamics of the signatures to be forged. In order to perform high quality forgeries, users were allowed to visualize a recording of the dynamic realization of the signature to forge as many times as they wanted.
V. DEEPSIGNDB BENCHMARK
This section reports the benchmark evaluation carried out for the DeepSignDB on-line handwritten signature database. Sec. V-A describes all the details of our proposed standard experimental protocol to be used for the research community in order to facilitate the fair comparison of novel approaches with the state of the art. Finally, Sec. V-B analyses the results achieved using our proposed TA-RNN system and compares it with the preliminary benchmark results achieved in [20] , based on a robust DTW and RNN two-stage approach [22] .
A. Experimental Protocol
The DeepSignDB database has been divided into two different datasets, one for the development and training of the systems and the other one for the final evaluation. The development dataset comprises around 70% of the users of each database whereas the remaining 30% are included in the evaluation dataset. It is important to note that each dataset comprises different users in order to avoid biased results.
For the training of the systems, the development dataset comprises a total of 1084 users. In our experiments, we have divided this dataset into two different subsets, training (80%) and validation (20%). However, as this dataset is used only for development, and not for the final evaluation of the systems, we prefer not to set any restriction and let researchers use it as they like.
For the final testing of the systems, the remaining 442 users of the DeepSignDB database are included in the evaluation dataset. In order to perform a complete and fair analysis of the signature verification systems, and see their generalisation capacity to different scenarios. The following aspects have been considered in the final experimental protocol design:
• Inter-session variability: genuine signatures from different sessions are considered for training and testing (different acquisition blocks for the MCYT database). • Number of training signatures: two different cases are considered, the case of having just one genuine signature from the first session (1vs1) or the case of using the first 4 genuine signatures from the first session (4vs1). In this study the final score of the 4vs1 case is obtained as the average score of the 4 one-to-one comparisons. • Impostor scenario: skilled and random forgeries are considered in the experimental protocol. For the skilled forgery case, all available skilled forgery samples are included in the analysis whereas for the random forgery case, one genuine sample of each of the remaining users of the same database is considered. This way verification systems are tested with different types of presentation attacks [34] . • Writing input: stylus and finger scenarios are also considered in the experimental protocol due to the high acceptance of the society to use mobile devices on a daily basis [38] . • Acquisition device: eight different devices are considered in the experimental protocol. This will allow to measure the generalisation capacity of the proposed system to different acquisition devices that can be found in different applications. 
B. Experimental Results
Two different scenarios are evaluated in our proposed standard experimental protocol. First, an office-like scenario where users perform their signatures using the stylus as input 
1) Stylus Writing Input Scenario:
For the development of the systems, only signatures acquired using the stylus are considered, ending up with around 309K genuine and impostor comparisons (247K and 62K for training and validation, respectively). It is important to remark that: i) the same number of genuine and impostor comparisons are used in order to avoid bias, and ii) both skilled and random forgeries are used as impostors during the development process in order to provide robust systems against both types of attacks. Table III depicts the evaluation performance results of our proposed TA-RNN approach for the whole DeepSignDB evaluation dataset and for each of the datasets included in it when using the stylus as input. In addition, we compare the proposed TA-RNNs with the preliminary benchmark results presented in [20] for completeness. In that study, RNNs outperformed DTW for skilled forgeries. However, for random forgeries, DTW further outperformed RNNs with very low EERs. Therefore, random forgery results for RNNs are not shown in Table III in order to avoid meaningless results.
Analysing skilled forgeries, our proposed TA-RNN approach outperforms in large margins previous approaches. For the scenario of considering just 1 training signature per user, TA-RNNs achieves an absolute improvement of X% and 4.3% EERs compared with the DTW and RNN systems, respectively. It is important to remark that we are just training one model for the whole DeepSignDB development dataset, and not one specific model per dataset. Our proposed writer-independent TA-RNN approach shows a high ability to generalise well along different scenarios, users, and devices, achieving EERs even below 2.0% in challenging scenarios where dynamic skilled forgery impostors and just one training signature per user are considered. Similar results are obtained for the scenario of increasing the number of training signatures to 4. TA-RNNs achieves an absolute improvement of X% and 4.6% EERs compared with the DTW and RNN systems, respectively.
We now analyse the random forgery results of Table III . In general, similar results are observed among the DTW and TA-RNNs. For the case of using just 1 training signature, our proposed TA-RNNs is able to outperform the robust DTW in 5 out of 9 different datasets, achieving a final 1.5% EER for the whole DeepSignDB evaluation dataset, an absolute improvement of 0.3% EER compared with the DTW system. This result improves further when we increase the number of training signatures to 4, with EERs very low.
Finally, Fig. 4a depicts the DET curve of the TA-RNN performance results obtained using the whole DeepSignDB evaluation dataset for the stylus scenario, for completeness. The results achieved put in evidence the success of our proposed TA-RNN approach, obtaining very good results against both skilled and random forgeries, and overcoming the original training problems described in [22] .
2) Finger Writing Input Scenario: We consider the same on-line signature verification systems trained in the previous section for the case of using the stylus as input. This way we can: i) evaluate the generalisation capacity of the network to unseen writing inputs, i.e., the finger, and ii) encourage all the research community to use DeepSignDB and explore new methods such as transfer learning in this challenging scenario where the number of public databases is very scarce [39] , [40] . Fig. 4b depicts the DET curve of the TA-RNN performance results obtained using the whole DeepSignDB evaluation dataset for the finger scenario. Analysing skilled forgeries, we can observe a high degradation of the system performance compared with the stylus scenario. Concretely, absolute worsening of 9.6% and 8.0% EERs for the scenarios of using 1 and 4 training signatures, respectively. These results agree with preliminary studies in the field [2] , [23] . Therefore, we encourage the research community to put their efforts in this challenging but important scenario.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This article has presented the DeepSignDB on-line handwritten signature database, the largest on-line signature database to date. This database comprises more than 70K signatures acquired using both stylus and finger inputs from a total of 1526 users. Two acquisition scenarios are considered (i.e., office and mobile), with a total of 8 different devices. Additionally, different types of impostors and number of acquisition sessions are considered along the database.
In addition, we have proposed a standard experimental protocol and benchmark to be used for the research community in order to perform a fair comparison of novel approaches with the state of the art. Finally, we have adapted and evaluated our recent deep learning approach named Time-Aligned Recurrent Neural Networks (TA-RNNs) for on-line handwritten signature verification, which combines the potential of Dynamic Time Warping and Recurrent Neural Networks to train more robust systems against forgeries.
Our proposed TA-RNN system has further outperformed all previous state-of-the-art approaches, achieving results even below 2.0% EER for some datasets of DeepSignDB when considering skilled forgery impostors and just one training signature per user. The results achieved put in evidence the high ability of our proposed approach to generalise well along different scenarios, users, and acquisition devices.
For future work, we encourage the research community to use DeepSignDB database for several purposes: i) perform a fair comparison of novel approaches to the state of the art, ii) evaluate the limits of novel DL architectures, and iii) carry out a more exhaustive analysis of the challenging finger input scenario.
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